Excellence
Friendship
Respect

Save up to 45 % on mobile
subscriptions now – thanks to
the cooperation between Swiss
Olympic and Sunrise.
This opportunity is unique: thanks to the cooperation between Swiss Olympic and Sunrise, you can benefit
immediately from exclusive special conditions.
When you switch to the new Sunrise offer, you can make as many calls as you like, send unlimited SMS and MMS
messages and surf the Internet with High Speed 4G+ - with up to 45% discount on the normal price.
Even if you are frequently abroad, you benefit from greatly reduced prices and exclusive special conditions.
In addition, your household can be provided with the fastest possible Internet (up to 1 GB) and the most
comprehensive TV package at exclusive special conditions. In combination with a mobile subscription, Internet
and TV is available at a discount of over 50%.
You can find an overview of all subscriptions with exclusive special conditions on the website of the
processing partner xadoo as well as in the following. Switching to a new subscription is extremely easy.
Create your own user account on the xadoo website. And of course you can keep your existing mobile
phone number and you don't have to cancel an existing subscription yourself. All these formalities are
handled by the processing partner xadoo.
The attractive special offer also includes three more people in your household.
In addition,you benefit from the best mobile network in Switzerland, enjoy extremely advantageous
roaming tariffs and subscriptions without minimum durations of contract. Existing Sunrise customers with current
contracts can also benefit quite easily from the offer.
And don't forget: when you switch to the new top deals from Sunrise you directly support Swiss Olympic and
Swiss sport – because Sunrise is a premium partner of Swiss Olympic, the umbrella organization of Swiss sport.
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Unlimited mobile subscriptions without a minimum term of contract.

Sunrise Freedom.
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europe & US
CHF 79.–

instead of 130.–/month.

swiss unlimited
CHF 35.–

instead of 75.–/month.

instead of 25.–/month.

5G
optional2

5G
optional2

5G
including

Surfing
500 MB1

Surfing
unlimited in CH

Surfing unlimited
CH + Europe3, 4

Surfing unlimited
CH + 46 countries3, 5

Calls, SMS, MMS

Calls, SMS, MMS
unlimited in CH

Calls, SMS, MMS
unlimited in CH

unlimited CH + 46 countries5

WhatsApp6
unlimited in CH

WhatsApp
unlimited in CH

WhatsApp
unlimited, incl. Europe4

WhatsApp
unlimited, incl. 46 countries5

Apple Music7
6 months inclusive

Apple Music7
6 months inclusive

Apple Music7
6 months inclusive

Apple Music7
6 months inclusive

Unlimited: 3 numbers of your choice,
Sunrise mobile network, SMS/MMS to all
networks
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europe data
CHF 49.–

swiss start
CHF 17.–

1

O ur

instead of 65.–/month.

Calls, SMS, MMS

Speed booster: then continue surfing for CHF 1.-/day at 4G+ high speed. Alternatively free of charge and unlimited with reduced speed 256 kbit/s (option can
be deactivated).
5G option available for CHF 10.–/month.
Roaming abroad: unlimited data volume, of which 40 GB with maximum possible high speed in the respective roaming country, then with 256/128 kbit/s for
downloads/uploads. Exceptions are overseas territories, calls to special numbers and via satellite (aircraft, ship).
See sunrise.ch/country list
Europe & US: 46 countries (Region 1): Europe, USA, Canada. Only a few countries in Europe are excluded. See sunrise.ch/country list
WhatsApp: applies to texts, images and videos. Telephony via WhatsApp is excluded.
Apple Music: after six months membership is automatically renewed and will be charged at CHF 12.90 per month. You will be notified in advance. The offer
can then also be cancelled. The data volume consumed for Apple Music is then deducted regularly from the inclusive volume after the offer expires. The
membership can be cancelled at any time.
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For everyone under 30.

Sunrise Freedom Young.
O ur

instead of 120.–/month.

instead of 20.–/month.

instead of 55.–/month.
5G
optional2

5G
optional2

5G
including

Surfing
1.5 GB1

Surfing
unlimited in CH

Surfing unlimited
CH + Europe3, 4

Surfing unlimited
CH + 46 countries3, 5

Calls, SMS, MMS

Calls, SMS, MMS
unlimited in CH

Calls, SMS, MMS
unlimited in CH

unlimited CH + 46 countries5

WhatsApp6, snapchat7

WhatsApp6, snapchat7

WhatsApp, snapchat

WhatsApp, snapchat

unlimited, incl. abroad

unlimited, incl. abroad

unlimited, incl. abroad

unlimited, incl. abroad

Apple Music8
6 months inclusive

Apple Music8
6 months inclusive

Apple Music8
6 months inclusive

Apple Music8
6 months inclusive

50% on SBB half fare

50% on SBB half fare

50% on SBB half fare

50% on SBB half fare

Unlimited: 3 numbers of your choice,
Sunrise mobile network, SMS/MMS in all
networks
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europe & US
CHF 73.–

europe data
CHF 43.–

swiss start
CHF 15.–
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swiss unlimited
CHF 29.–

instead of 65.–/month.

Calls, SMS, MMS

Speed booster: then continue surfing for CHF 1.-/day at 4G+ high speed. Alternatively free of charge and unlimited with reduced speed 256 kbit/s (option can
be deactivated).
5G option available for CHF 10.–/month.
Roaming abroad: unlimited data volume, of which 40 GB with maximum possible high speed in the respective roaming country, then with 256/128 kbit/s for
downloads/uploads. Exceptions are overseas territories, calls to special numbers and via satellite (aircraft, ship).
See sunrise.ch/country list
Europe & US: 46 countries (Region 1): Europe, USA, Canada. Only a few countries in Europe are excluded. See sunrise.ch/country list
WhatsApp: applies to texts, images and videos. Telephony via WhatsApp is excluded.
Snapchat: VoIP is excluded.
Apple Music: after six months membership is automatically renewed and will be charged at CHF 12.90 per month. You will be notified in advance. The offer
can then also be cancelled. The data volume consumed for Apple Music is then deducted regularly from the inclusive volume after the offer expires. The
membership can be cancelled at any time.
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Internet / TV offers
Sunrise
Home unlimited
CHF 79.–
instead of 130.–/month.

Sunrise
Internet Unlimited
CHF 65.–
instead of 90.–/month.

Sunrise
One package*
CHF 45.–

instead of 65.-/month.

Internet unlimited up to 1 Gbit/s

Sunrise
One package*
CHF 59.–

instead of 79.-/month.

Internet unlimited up to 1 Gbit/s
TV unlimited
270+ channels, 80+ in HD, 7 day ComeBack TV, 1200 hours
recording time
Landline unlimited
unlimited calls to all networks in Switzerland

*Sunrise One package: if the customer also has a mobile subscription with Sunrise, he/she benefits from an additional CHF 20 discount per month on «Sunrise Internet
Unlimited» or «Sunrise Home unlimited».

– Minimum age of contractual partners: 18 years
– The invoice is issued monthly by Sunrise.
– The new subscription applies to you personally. This allows you to benefit from all the services of the Top Sunrise
Hotline (0800 707 707). Furthermore, with My Sunrise you can view and manage all your costs, data and details at any
time.
– Customer service and all formalities are handled by the processing partner xadoo.ch.
xadoo will also cancel any existing subscription – after the customer has registered on the website.
– One-off flat rate for order: xadoo will charge the flat-rate order fee of CHF 39.– (mobile) or Sunrise the flat-rate order
fee of CHF 69.– (Internet/TV) per order for processing the order and correct product activation.
– Insofar as the desired household already has a fiber-optic socket (OTO), no further installation costs for the use of the
Internet and TV are incurred in addition to the activation fee. However, if this fibre optic connection is not yet available,
costs of CHF 119.– for installation by an electrician will be incurred.
– The Sunrise mobile subscription can be cancelled at any time with 60 days notice. The mobile offer is a subscription
without a minimum term of contract.
– A minimum contract period of 12 months applies to Internet and TV subscriptions.
– The existing phone number can be retained - even for existing Sunrise customers.
Restrictions: if you are still bound to preferential conditions in your current contract due to purchases of equipment, you must wait until the end of the contract period.
Please clarify the exact deadline with your current provider.
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